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It is well known that a finitely presented group is necessarily isomorphic to the 
fundamental group of a closed orientable n-manifold for each n ~4. On the 
contrary, it is not necessarily isomorphic to the fundamental group of a compact 
3-manifold. It is a difficult problem to determine when a given finitely presented 
group is isomorphic to the fundamental group of a compact 3-manifold. For 
example, it is known that there is no algorithm which decides whether or not finitely 
presented groups are isomorphic to the fundamental groups of compact 3-manifolds 
(See Lyndon-Schupp [15, p. 1921). (This fact was suggested by Gonzalez-Acufia to 
the author.) The purpose of this paper is to present a method of testing that a 
finitely presented group with an element of infinite order is not isomorphic to the 
fundamental group of any compact 3-manifold. Similar questions were considered 
by Heil in [6] and Jaco in [8] and [9], using other methods. Our method is based 
upon the theory of infinite cyclic covering spaces. This method has its applications 
in knot theory (cf. Blanchfield [2], Milnor 1171, Farber [4] and [ll], [12], [13]). We 
summarize our main idea here. If G is the group in question, the criterion in the 
case of an orientable 3-manifold is that any Alexander module produced in G is self- 
reciprocal, and the criterion in the case of a non-orientable 3-manifold is that there 
is an index 2 subgroup G’ of G such that any Alexander module produced in G’ is 
self-reciprocal. This is a generalized revised version of the author’s earlier 
arguments [13, Application l] where an incorrect theorem, ‘Theorem A’, was 
claimed. [“We may consider...” (p. 194, line 32) is false.] The example following 
after ‘Theorem A’ can be proved by the present method, but we omit the proof since 
it is ,a well-known fact by Heil [6] and Jaco [8, lo]. 

In Section 1 we define and study a module induced from a group with an infinite 
cyclic quotient group. In Section 2 we discuss two special kinds of modules, called 
Alexander modules and self-reciprocal modules. In Section 3 we discuss some 
properties of the fundamental groups of 3-manifolds which are useful for our 
purpose. In Section 4 we state and prove our main theorem giving a necessary 
condition for a group to be the fundamental group of a 3-manifold. Also, we give 
there a plan for our test and one example. 
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1. A module induced from a group with an infinite cydic quotient group 

Let (I) be the infinite cyclic group generated by a letter t. Let Z(t) be its integral 
group ring. We consider a group K with an epimorphism y : K+(t). Let I? be the 
kernel of y. The lemma which follows shows how the integral homology group 
H,(I?; Z) has a natural Z(t)-module structure, called the module induced from K 
by y. 

Consider a presentation (x0, xl, . . . , x, ] rl , . . . p r,,,) (n zz +m, m 5 +m) of K such 
that y(.p,) = t and y(x,) = I for all jr 1. Let {r:, . . . , rz} freely generate 0, Z(t) 

and let (x:,x;“, . . . , x,*} freely generate @In+, Z(t). Define a Z(t)-sequence 

@Z(l) d2.O Z(E) d1 - Z(O 
R?l n I I 

by d,(r:) = ~:_(,(&,/~x~)~x* and d,(x:) = y(xi) - 1. Then d,dz = 0 because r; - 1 = 
z: ,,(ar, /&x,)(x, - 1) in the integral group ring of the free group generated by 

( x,, St, . . ( x,,) (cf. Fox IS]). By our choice of a presentation of K, we have 
d,(x:) = I - 1 and d,(x,*) = 0 for all jr 1. Since d, d2 = 0, it follows that 
(&, /%I-~)~ = 0 and ker d, = @,, Z(t), where XT generates the i-th free factor, 
I 5 is n. In particular, d2 determines a map 

d;:@Z(t)+@Z(t), 
m n 

inhere di(r,*) = 1:~ 1 (&-,/~x~)~_I-,*. By Crowell [3, p. 391, Ht (K; Z) is Z(t)- 
isomorphic to Ker dr/lm dz=@, Z(r)/Im di. Let J be the m xn matrix whose 
(i-j)-th entry is (ar,/ax,Y’, where 1 ~i<m, lsjsn. Then we have proved the 
foiku4Glg: 

Lemma 1.1. The matrix J is a Z(t)-presentation matrix of the ZWmoduie 
H,(K; Z). In other words, there is a Z(t)-exact sequence 

Corollar?; 1.2. If K is finite@ generated, then H,(k’; Z) is finite/y generated as a 
L( t j-module. 

Lemma I .3. If K isfinitely generated and HI (K; Q) z Q, then H, (Z?; Q) is a finitely 
generated torsion Q< t)-module. 

Proof. We see from Corollary 1.2 that H,(l?; Q) is finitely generated over the 
~~~~c~~aj ideal domain Q(r). Then if H,(K; Q)zQ, Milnor ]17, the proof of Asser- 
ri~n 5] 4~~s that H,(!?; Q) is a torsion Q{t>-module. This completes the proof. 
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2. Alexander modules and self-reciprocal modules 

For a Z(t)-module ‘p: we denote the Q( t&module TO, Q and the ZP( t)-module 
T&Z, by TQ and Tp, respectively, where ZP is the field of prime order p. The in- 
tegral torsion product Torz(T, 2’) = {XE T 1 px=O} is denoted by T(r). Then T(p) 
forms a ZP( t)-module. 

The following is easily proved: 

Lemma 2.1. A Z( t)-module T is a torsion Z( t)-module if and ody if TQ is a tor- 
sion Q< t)-module. 

Definition 2.2. A finitely generated torsion Z(t)-module is called an Alexander 
module. 

Combining Lemma 2.1 with Corollary 1.2 and Lemma 1.3, we obtain the 
following: 

Lemma 2.3. For a finitely generated group K with H, (K; Q) G Q, the Z(t)-module 
H,(K; Z) is an Alexander module. 

For example, consider the knot group K= q(S3 - k) of a tame knot k in a 
3-sphere S3. Since K is finitely presented and H,(K; Z) z Z, we see from Lemma 
2.3 that the knot module H,(K; Z) is an Alexander module. The Alexander module 
was named after J.W. Alexander, who introduced these ideas in [ 11. 

Let R be a commutative ring with a unit. Let T be an R(t)-module. If f(t) E R(t), 
XE T, define f(t) l x= f(t-' )x. This gives T the structure of an R(t)-module in a 
second way. Denote it by T*. 

Definition 2.4. A finitely generated Z(t)-module T is said to be self-reciprocaz if: 
(i) T = TQ* as Q(t)-modules, 

(ii) ?- T p) P Horn Zp(tj [ Tp, Zp(t)] * as Z,(t)-modules for all p. 

For an Alexander module T, let A(t) E Q(t) be the characteristic polynomial of 
t : T Q -+ TQ. We call A(t) up to unit multiples of Q(t) the Alexander polynomial of 
the Alexander module T. Since Q(t) is a principal ideal domain, A(t) is a generator 
of the order ideal of a cyclic Q(t)-splitting of TQ (cf. Lang [14, p. 4011). 

The following lemma is easily proved. 

Lemma 2.5. For an Aiexander module T with property (i), the Alexander 
polynomial A(t) is self-reciprocal, i.e., A(t) = uA(t-‘) for some unit u E Q(t). 

Using that ZP(t> is a principal ideal domain and TP is finitely generated over 
ZP( t), we see the following: 
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Lemma 2.6. For an Alexander module T with property (ii), T(p) is a free Z,(t)- 
module having the same finite Z,(t)-rank as TP. In particular, TfpJ is infinite or 
trivial as an abelian group. 

CaroIlary 2.7. For a finitely generated group K with H, (K; Z) = Z, assume that 
HI (kt; Z) has the property (ii). Then HI (R; Z) is a torsion-free abelian group. 

Proof. By Lemma 2:.3, H#; Z) is an Alexander module. Since H,(K; Zp) z Zp, 
Milnor [ 17, Assertion 51 shows that HI (K; Zp) = H1 (I?; Z)p is a torsion Z?(t)- 
module. By Lemma 2.6, H,(R; Z) Q) = 0 for all prime p. This implies that H, (K; Z) 
is a torsion-free abelian group. This completes the proof. 

3. Some properties of the fundamental groups of S-manifolds 

Hempel’s book [73 and Jaco’s book [9] are useful for general references in this 
section. Unless otherwise stated, 3-manifolds will be assumed to be connected 
piecewise-linear 3-manif’olds with or without boundary. 

3.1. Any subgroup G of the fundamental group q(M) of a 3-manifold M is the 
fundamental group of a 3-manifold M’, namely the covering space of A4 belonging 
to G. Moreover, if G is finitely generated, then M’ is compact and G is finitely 

presented. Also, if M is orientable, then M’ is also orientable. (See Hempel [7, 

Chapter 81, Jaco 19, Chapter VI.) 

Lemma 3.2. If G = R 1 (M) is a finite& generated infinite group, then G has an 
&rnenl of &fLvite order. 

Proof. k5ume G is a finitely generated torsion group. Then it suffices to show that 

G ic finite. By 3.1 we may assume M is compact. By considering, if necessary, an 

kJex 2 subgroup in piace of G, we may further assume that M is orientable. Then 

4nce Ff, (M; Z) = H, (G; Z) is finite, we may assume that M is a closed orientable 

t-manifold. Now by the sphere theorem, we have q(M)=O, because any non- 

irk ia! free product has an element of infinite order. To show that G is finite, 

auppo~ G is infinite. Then M is a K(G, I)-space and hence G is torsion-free (cf. [7, 

CBr:rpt~~ 9]), which is a contradiction. This completes the proof. 

et .\I be a compact oriented 3-manifold with an epimorphism y : q(M)-+(t). 

t the coLering space of M belonging to Ker y, called the infinite cyclic cover- 
ce associated with y. The covering transformation group of A? is identified 

). The homology group H, (A?; Z) has the structure of a finitely generated 
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Theorem 3.3. Assume dim,Hi(i@; Q) < +a. Then the Z(t)-module H,(i@; 2) is 
self-reciprocal. 

Proof. After easy modifications of M, we can assume that &V is non-empty and 
contains no 2-sphere as a component. By [ 111, H@, ai@; Q) z HO@; Q) = (2, 
since dim,Ht (i@; Q) < +=. So, dimQH@@; Q) < +=. This implies that ati is the 
disjoint union of finite copies of S’ x R’ (cf. Milnor [17, Assertion 61). Let 
I= Im[i*: H@i@; Q)+H@; Q)] and H= H@; Q)/L Consider the Q(t)-primary 
splittings I= 0, C4 and H = 0, H4, where 4 = q(t) ranges over all irreducible 
polynomials of Q(t) up to unit multiples. For any q with Iq #O we see that q is a 
self-reciprocal polynomial, since q must be a factor of some t” - 1. Then the 
natural epimorphism H, (a; Q)+ H induces a Q( t)-isomorphism C4= Hq for all 
non-self-reciprocal polynomials q, for m Cq =O. Using the cohomology exact se- 
quence of (A&&@), we obtain the following composite Q(t)-isomorphism: 

HzHomQIH,Q]aKer[i*: H’(G; Q)+H*(afi; Q)] 

z H’(fi, aA?; Q)/Im[cS : H’(afi; Q)-+H’(a, afi; Q)]. 

Then from [13, Corollary 3.51 we can see that Hz H* (cf. Blanchfield [2], [12,2.8]). 
This implies that for any non-self-reciprocal q, Cq&C&-$*. For any self- 
reciprocal q, CqttJ = C&t) s (C&*. Therefore, we have a Q(t)-isomorphism 
Hr (A?; Q) s HI (a; Q)*. Next, since dim, HI (A?, ati; Q) < +m, we see from [ 1 l] 
that H&G; 2) s Ho@?, &; 2) = 0. Then by the universal coefficient theorem, 
H,(i@; ZP) = HI (a; Z) (P) for all prime p. By [ 13, Duality Theorem (II)], 

mg&Ma q> = TOrzp(r) H o( M, 6U@; ZP)*= 0, for Ho(A& al@; ZP) = 0. That is, 
Hz(M; ZP) is a free ZP( t)-module. Using that H&b@; ZP) is a torsion Z,(f)- 
module, we see that 

Hr (a; Z)(p) = Hz@; Zp) z Hz@, ai@; Zp)/Zp< t)-torsion. 

By [ 13, the proof of Duality Theorem (I)], 

Homz,&H1 (Q; Z,>, z,(t)1 *E HomzPcl,[H@; Z,)/Z,(t)-torsion, Zp<t>]* 

s Hz@, ati; Zp)/Zp< t&torsion. 

Thus, WL~ have a Zp( t)-isomorphism HI (A?; Z )(p) zz HomzP&H, (A& Z,>, Z,( t>] ** 
This completes the proof. 

Combining Theorem 3.3 with Lemma 2.6, we rediscover Farber’s result [4, 
Theorem 61. 

. The main theorem 

Let G be a group which contains a finitely generated subgroup K wit 
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infinite. Assume an Alexander module T is induced from the group K by an epimor- 
phism y : K-‘(t). 

Definition 4.1. We say that the Alexander module T is produced in the group G. 

The following is our main theorem: 

Theorem 4.2. Let G be a group with an element of infinite order. 
(1) Assume G is isomorphic to the fundamental group of an orientable 

J-manifold. Then any Alexander module produced in G is self-reciprocal. 
(2) Assume G is isomorphic to the fundamental group of a non-orientable 

S-manifold. Then there exists an index 2 subgroup G’ of G such that any Alexander 
module produced in G’ is self-reciprocal. 

Proof. Let K be a finitely generat ~5 iSubgroup of G which induces an Alexander 
module H, (R; 2) by an epimorphism y : K-+(t). In the case (l), by 3.1 KS ml(M) 
for a compact orientable 3-manifold M. Let fi be the infinite cyclic covering space 
of M associated with y. Since there is a Z( t)-isomorphism Hr (R; 2) =E&(n?; 2) 
and dim,H,(R; Q) = dim@&@; Q)< +a, we see from Theorem 3.3 that 
H&K’; 2) is self-reciprocal, proving (1). In the case (2), G must have an index 2 
subgroup G’ which is isomorphic to the fundamental group of an orientable 
3-manifold, namely a unique double covering space of the original 3-manifold. 
Apply the case (1) to G’. This completes the proof. 

4.3. .A plan for lest. Assume we are given a group G and a (possibly infinite) 
presentation Pk for a finitely generated subgroup K (possibly K= G) and an 
epimorphism y : K -+(t). If KzZ, then the test fails, since Z= q(S1 xS2), so 
assume iS + 2. Then check whether or not the induced Z( t)-module H1 (R; Z) is an 
Alexander module by using the presentation PK and Lemma 1.1. For example, if 
H,(K; Q)zQ, then by Lemma 2.3 HI@; Z) is an Alexander module. In the case of 
an Alexander module, check whether or not &(a; Z) is self-reciprocal. If it is not 
M%eciprocal, then by Theorem 4.2 (1) G is not isomorphic to the fundamental 
grout of any orientable 3-manifold. Next, for the non-orientable case, assume 
H’(G; Zz) f 0 and we are given all of the index 2 subgroups 6; (iE I) of (3. (If 

y Theorem 4.2 (2) G is not isomorphic to the fundamental 
of any non-orientable 3-manifold.) Futher, assume, for each i, we are given 

bly infinite) presentation Pk, for a finitely generated subgroup Ki of Gi 
v K, = G,) and an epimorphism yI : Ki --+(t>. If for each i, (Ki, yi) induces a 

xander module, then by Theorem 4.2 (2) G is not isomorphic 
f any non-orientable 3-manifold. In this case, G is of 

ental group of any orientable 3-manifold by 
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Example 4.4. For non-zero integers 1, m and a prime pr 2, the group G = 
G(f,m; p)=(a,bIa-‘da=bm,b p = 1) is the fundamental group of a 3-manifold if 
and only if p divides 21m. 

Proof. If p divides Im, then G is isomorphic to 2 or the free product Z*Z,. So 
G is realized as the fundamental group of a 3-manifold. Assume p does not divide 
lm. Then if p=2, Gz(a,bIa-‘ba=b,b2= 1) 2 2 x Z2. This is the fundamental 
group of S’ x P2. Now assume p does not divide 21m. Then we show that G is not 
isomorphic to the fundamental group of any 3-manifold. Since H1 (G; Z2) = Z, G 
has just one subgroup G’ of index 2. By the Reidemeister-Schreier method (cf. [ 16]), 
G’ has the presentation 

Let y : G’-+(t) be the epimorphism sending a’ to t-’ and bl, b2 to 1. By Lemma 1.1, 
HI@‘; 2)s Zp(t)/(12t - m2) ( %Zs, as an abelian group), which is a non-self- 
reciprocal Alexander module by Lemma 2.6. By Theorem 4.2, G is not isomorphic 
to the fundamental group of any 3-manifold. The proof is completed. 
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